
Week 7-English
Lesson 3 

Thursday 18th June 2020

L.O: I am learning to plan a 
newspaper report.



Starter: 

Think about the 
layout features 

and the 
grammatical 

features. 

Can your remember the 
features of a newspaper 

article? 



Layout Features: 

Photographs

Headline

Lead – The first 
sentence or 
paragraph that 
summarises the 
story.

columns



Grammatical Features: 
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PROTESTS have been taking place all over the world following the death of 
George Floyd in Minneapolis, USA, after he was held down by police officers.

During his arrest, George Floyd, who is black, died after white police officer Derek 
Chauvin knelt on his neck. The officer has since been charged with murder, while three 
other police officers involved in the arrest have lost their jobs. Protests against police 
violence and racial hatred then began in Minneapolis, before quickly spreading across 
the world, as people took to the streets to campaign against the police using 
unnecessary force against black people in the US. There were demonstrations 
everywhere, including UK cities London, Cardiff and Manchester. Celebrities including 
Ariana Grande and Halsey joined in protests in the States too. The majority of the 
protesters walked peacefully, carrying Black Lives Matter signs and calling for justice. 
But in some parts of the US, demonstrations became violent. Although US President 
Donald Trump called George’s death a tragedy, he has also been accused of glorifying 
violence, after threatening protesters in a tweet that said: “when the looting starts, 
the shooting starts”. For the first time in Mr Trump’s presidency, Twitter tagged the 
tweet with a message that said it “violated [broke] their rules about glorifying 
violence”. Twitter hid the tweet but did not remove it as they feel “it is in the public’s 
interest” to see it. At a speech in Minneapolis, the brother of George Floyd spoke at a 
rally, where he called for “peace” and “justice” through voting, rather than violence. As 
First News went to press, the National Guard (the US reserve military force for 

domestic emergencies) was being sent to several states across the country.
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Facts and Evidence not opinions.



Before he came to our town, Kashaan
was in Birmingham.

His mum got a new job so the family 
moved here.  

When I met Kashaan, he spoke with a 
‘Brummie’ accent.

My friend Kashaan has lived in this 
town for five years.

We have been best friends all that 
time. 

His dad says he has taken on the way I 
speak.

past futurenow

It’s all about the timing…

Past tense is used for activities or events 
that started and finished in the past.

Present perfect tense is used for activities 
that started in the past but are still true 
now, or have an effect on what is 
happening now.

The Present Perfect Tense
Past Tense Present Perfect Tense



Sort these sentences into past 
tense and present perfect tense: 

1. Michael’s mother and father have been sailing 
from island to island to find their son.

2.Michael and Stella fell overboard. 
3. They have lost their son. 
4.Stella has been barking for over an hour. 
5.Michael’s appearance has changed a lot since 

being on the island. 
6.Michael’s mother and father looked very sad 

appealing for the safe return of their son. 



Sort these sentences into past 
tense and present perfect tense: 

Past Tense
2. Michael and Stella fell overboard. 
6. Michael’s mother and father looked very sad appealing 
for the safe return of their son. 

Present Perfect Tense
1. Michael’s mother and father have been sailing from 
island to island to find their son. 
3. They have lost their son. 
4. Stella has been barking for over an hour. 
5. Michael’s appearance has changed a lot since being on 
the island. 



Today’s Task

Today you will be planning the 
newspaper report that you will 
be writing tomorrow.

You will be writing the 
newspaper report after Michael 
has been found. 

Read the end of Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4 to help with 
paragraph 2 and the end of 
Chapter 10 to help with 
paragraph 4 (these are attached 
below).

Remember, Michael promised to 
keep Kensuke’s existence a 
secret so he shouldn’t be 
mentioned at all. 



Chapters 3 and 4. 











Chapter 10 
Killer Men Come
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Killer Men Come



Chapter 10 
Killer Men Come



Chapter 10 
Killer Men Come

https://www.slideshare.net/ArsalAhmed4/ken
sukes-kingdom-64280180

https://www.slideshare.net/ArsalAhmed4/kensukes-kingdom-64280180

